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ABSTRACT
Political communication in social media has gained increasing im-
portance in the last years. In this study, we analyze the political
parties’ communication on Twitter and understand the sentiment
of their communication. First by identifying their communication
performance regarding the daily number of tweets, favorite tweets,
number of retweets per day and per political party. We present
a sentiment analysis by the political party using tweets data. In
this study, we propose an explanatory model with the main drivers
of retweets. To conduct this study, our approach used data anal-
ysis and machine learning techniques methods. Results indicate
the main determinants that influence future retweets of political
posts globally. Here we present a comparison of the communication
content between tweets posts and the political parties’ programs
available on their institutional websites. We identify the similar-
ities between tweets and formal programs per party and among
all parties. This study contributes to analyze the coherence and
effectiveness of the political parties’ communication.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Political parties are increasingly using social media to communi-
cate their values and ideas. An example of such behavior was when
Barack Obama’s staff successfully used Twitter in the 2008 presi-
dential elections [13]. This practice persisted in Donald Trump’s
administration in 2016 [14]. However, using social media is not a
panacea per se. It is also essential to analyze what is the effectiveness
of what is being communicated to the public. The cohesion between
parties’ political agenda versus their social media communication
needs to be addressed [27]. Are parties communicating according
to their goals, or is it all part of a hype machine? [16] The usage of
social media in a political context has been studied by several au-
thors [6, 7, 13, 14]. In this context, the evolution in natural language
processing and sentiment analysis is significant. Nevertheless, there
is a research gap in the Portuguese language and its application in a
political context as well [15]. The purpose of the work performed in
this paper is to analyze political parties’ communication, expressed
explicitly by the official Twitter accounts of such parties. To reach
this main goal, we state four research objectives (RO) as follows:
RO1: Identify the performance of each political party on Twitter;
RO2: Identify the global sentiment per political party in Twitter
communication; RO3: Identify the drivers of retweet behavior in
political parties; RO4: Understand the similarities between social
media communication and political program communication.

We used data analysis and machine learning techniques de-
scribed in section 3 of this paper for each of these research ob-
jectives. This study contributes to a better understanding of how
political parties communication in Twitter can be analyzed in terms
of the sentiment of posts, and globally we contribute to analyze the
coherence and effectiveness of the political parties communication.
We also used also conducted our approach following a data science
perspective [22, 23].

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Social media analysis has been a study in the context of design
of communication [22, 24, 25]. In this context, many approaches
were used [22, 24]. Social media usage has been studied to identify
the performance of each political party in Twitter [17]. Twitter
is also a relevant data source to identify the global sentiment per
political party in Twitter communication [18]. Sentiment analysis
refers to using several approaches, like natural language processing,
text analysis, computational linguistics, and biometrics, to system-
atically identify, extract, quantify, and study affective states and
subjective information. Emotions can be reactions to internal stim-
uli (such as thoughts or memories) or events in our environment.
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Table 1: Methodological approach

Research objective Method/ Technique
RO1: Identify the performance of each political party on Twitter Descriptive statistics
RO2: Identify the global sentiment per political party in Twitter
communication

NLP (Natural Language Processing) Sentiment analysis

RO3: Identify the drivers of retweet behavior in political parties ML (Machine Learning) Supervised Learning; Regression analysis
RO4: Understand the similarities between social media
communication and political program communication

NLP (Natural Language Processing) Document similarity

To perform sentiment classification, we may use a previously de-
fined lexicon. It involves typically a very extensive work of manual
classification and validation. It is also possible to use model train-
ing. In this case, it is needed to have texts previously labelled. To
analyze emotions, some studies proposed lexicons [1–4, 26]. Hutto
& Gilbert [5] proposed a rule-based model for sentiment analysis
named VADER, using a combination of qualitative and quantita-
tive measures to classify positive, negative, and neutral emotions
extracted from text.

Prediction of retweet behavior is especially relevant. Specifically,
it may substantially impact the diffusion of political ideology and
programs in the context of political communication. Several re-
searchers identified possible strategies to select features [19, 20]
Some researcher even analyzed the relation between sentiment
analysis and tweet and retweet [21].

Tweets of different political parties may have high variability in
what concerns the sentiment expressed [26]. However, the senti-
ments may concern different subjects. So, a question may arise: are
the political parties communicating about the same subjects? Along
with this, it is important to understand the cohesion of what it is
communicated and the actual proposals of the parties. Therefore, it
is important to understand the similarities between social media
communication and political programs.

To measure text similarity with different characteristics, it is
important to apply different natural language processing methods
before applying the similarity measure. This includes removing
stop words, stemming, lemmatization, emoji removal, among others
[26]. According to previous research, to calculate the similarity of
documents, embedding-based and text-based similarity measures
have a higher performance [8, 9]. However, methods that use bag-of-
words such as the TF IDF has had better performance than context-
sensitive methods such as Word2Vec and BERT.

3 METHODOLOGY
To accomplish our research objectives, we conducted different meth-
ods, which are summarized in the following table (Table 1).

We collected tweets from the official accounts of political parties.
Twitter corresponds to the last 3200 tweets of each political party
corresponding to the pandemic value.

We started by translating the tweets from Portuguese to English.
Then, we used the Vader library from NLTK [5]. Vader allows
classifying the tweets into positive and negative. Each tweet has a
value for positive and a value for negative. We obtained the average
of each day’s tweets for each political party to compare the political

parties. We also analyzed the average and standard deviation of
sentiment analysis for each tweeter account.

We also performed a machine learning approach, supervised
learning, using regression analysis to understand (and predicting)
the retweeting behavior. Several algorithms were tested in this
context.

To understand the cohesion between the content being com-
municated and the effective goals of each party, we extracted the
electoral programs from each party official website. Then extracted
the text in those documents. Note that the corpora can be defined as
both the text in the documents and the tweets in the context of this
study. We also performed a text processing and applied document
similarity to compare the contents of the electoral programs with
communication using the tweeter. For this analysis, stop words
along with emoji were removed from the corpora. We took this
liberty since the emoji content is not relevant for policy proposals
available in the programs. The whole corpora were tokenized and
lemmatized. The similarity of the documents is calculated based
on pairwise similarity using one of the most used bag-of-words
similarity metric, tf-idf., which can be defined as:

tfidf(t,d)=tf(t,d)·idf(t), with idf(t)=log n/(df(t)+1)

4 STUDY CONTEXT
Democratic participation is generally associated with ancient
Greeks. In this period, the citizens participated directly in the life
of the polis. But assemblies of representatives are rooted in the
Middle Ages. In Portugal, those parliaments were called Cortes. In
the beginning, it only included representatives of the nobility and
clergy. The first assemblies of representatives are the legendary
Cortes of Lamego (1143). In 1211, the Cortes of Coimbra established
the first general laws (Leis Gerais do Reino). In 1254, the Cortes
of Leiria also included representatives of the municipalities. The
Cortes have met on an irregular basis. Typically, Cortes have a
more consultive than deliberative function. Cortes were also crucial
in the confirmation of the king. In the XIX century, the power of
Parliament was increased and the level of representativity. It was
Census suffrage, but already with several political parties.

In what concerns the house of Parliament (Palacio de São Bento),
it is in the place of a Benedictine monastery. In 1820, there was a
Liberal Revolution. As a consequence, in 1835, the religious orders
were suppressed, and the monks were expelled from the monastery.
Portuguese Parliament was installed in the building, then called
Palácio das Cortes. In 1910, the republic was established. The Par-
liament typically elected the government. The representativity was
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Figure 1: Portuguese Parliament Composition

also enlarged. However, universal suffrage was established only
after the 1974 revolution.

Today, the main political parties represented at the Portuguese
Parliament are PS, PSD, BE, CDU, PAN, CDS, IL, Chega and Livre
(Figure 1). PS (Partido Socialista) is a socialist and social democrat
party and belongs to the Party of European Socialists. PSD (Partido
Social Democrata) belongs to the European People’s Party. Those
two parties are ideologically very similar. For example, the PSD
includes an extensive range of political sensibilities, from social
democrats to liberal conservatives and Christian democrats. BE
and CDU belong to the European United Left. CDU is a collision of
the PCP (Partido Comunista Português) and Verdes (Green Party),
and they represent the traditional communist party. BE (Bloco de
Esquerda) merged several minor political parties (mainly Trotskyist
and extreme left). PAN (Pessoas Animais e Natureza) is a green party
belonging to the Green European group. CDS-PP is a Christian
Democratic party, and IL is a liberal party, and it is a member of
the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe Party. Chega is
a nationalist and right-wing party.

We analyzed the period between the beginning of October and
February. During this period, there are several political moments:
presidential elections, the third pandemic wave of covid-19, par-
ticularly violent. PS (socialist party) is the government party. PCP
and BE. PSD, CDS support PS government, IL and Chega are in the
opposition.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Performance of each political party on

Twitter
Activity in Twitter shows that BE (Bloco de Esquerda) leads to the
number of tweets per day. But the impact of IL, PCP and Chega
is also significant. As long as having fewer tweets, each tweet has
more retweets and favorites by tweet. In the case of IL, the number
of retweets and favorites per day is even more prominent, although
having fewer tweets.

Each tweeter was classified using Vader. The result presents pos-
itive scores, negative scores, neutral scores, and compound scores
for each tweet. Then, an average per day was calculated.

Figure 2: Political parties performance results in Twitter

Figure 2 represents the political parties performance results in
Twitter, concerning the number of tweets per day, number of fa-
vorites per day and number of retweets per day.

5.2 Sentiment analysis by political party
Figure 3 shows the average of the positive and negative scores per
day for the tweet. The analysis allows to verify that there is a vital
variability, but there were no evident trends.

The chart of the following figures (Figure 4 and Figure 5) sum-
marize information related to the average and variability that we
expected by observing the previous charts.

As it is expected, PS has a less negative sentiment. Quite surpris-
ingly, PSD being at the opposition has the most positive sentiment.
The right-wing is, on average, more positive than the left-wing. BE
is the most consistent in what concern the variability of speech.
The standard deviation of the BE speech is low either in the degree
of positivity or negativity. Chega is the least consistent in what
concern the variability of speech. The standard deviation of the
speech is high either in the degree of positivity or negativity.

5.3 Explaining the Retweeting Behavior
An extended study was also conducted. We need to understand the
most influential variables in what concerns political parties retweet
from the sentiment analysis data. We made a regression analysis
upon which retweet is the dependent variable, and the independent
variables are favorites (express the meaning of the same point
of view in Twitter), negative sentiment (neg), neutral sentiment
(neu), positive sentiment (pos), text length (len Tex); hashtags and
mentions.We run themodel, and results express that these variables
explain 84% of the retweets. Results (Figure 6, Figure 7, and Table
2) also clearly indicate that negative sentiment influences greatly
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Figure 3: Evolution of positive (Pos) and negative (Neg) sentiment for each political party from September 2020 until February
2021

Figure 4: Negative sentiment per political party (Mean and
Standard Deviation)

Figure 5: Positive sentiment per political party (Mean and
Standard Deviation)
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Figure 6: Regression results.

Figure 7: Demonstrated that except for the constant, the
other independent variables do not show multicollinearity
problems.

next retweets about a political party tweet. Results also indicate
that favorites negative sentiment, hashtags, text length, mentions
are significantly influencing retweets. In the case of text length,
it influences negatively, which means that the shorter the tweet
communication, the most likely that tweet can be retweeted to the
rest of the network. These results show that if many people favor a
tweet, they are more likely to retweet it. If the tweet demonstrates
a negative sentiment, a hashtag, or a mention, the readers also tend
to retweet. These variables explain 84% of the retweet.

Linear regression using OLS is allowed to understand the impact
of each variable. But, to understand the model’s predicting power,
we split the sample into a train (80%) and test (20%). The following
models were tested: OLS, Ridge with parameter alpha =0.5, Lasso
with parameter alpha =0.5, BayesianRidge, Polinomia regression
and MLP model. The OLS is the Ordinary least squares Linear Re-
gression. The Ridge model solves a regression model where the
loss function is the linear least-squares function, and the l2-norm

Table 2: Multicollinearity analysis

Feature VIF
0 const 47.443872
1 Favorites 1.013429
2 neg 1.521153
3 neu 1.967340
4 pos 1.677445
5 lenTex 1.111620
6 Hashtags 1.038763
7 Mentions 1.029231

gives regularization. Also known as Ridge Regression or Tikhonov
regularization. The Lasso model is the Linear Model trained with
L1 prior as a regularizer. The BayesianRidge model implementation
is based on the algorithm [11] where updates of the regularization
parameters are done as suggested [10]. The MLP is a Multi-layer
Perceptron model that optimizes the squared-loss using stochastic
gradient descent, with an optimizer proposed by Kingma and Ba
[12]. The MLP model was finetuned, and two hidden layers cor-
responded to the best solutions. Nevertheless, results (Figure 8)
showed that traditional models overperformed in relation to the
neural networks approach.

5.4 Analyzing Similarities Between Social
Media Communication and Political
Program Communication

We have conducted a throughout the analysis to compare the con-
tent of all the political party programs and the tweets posts content
of each party (September 2020 until February 2021). This content
analysis compares the alignment between the political program
and the parties’ social media communication on Twitter. The fol-
lowing Figure 9 represents the percentage of similarity between the
programs’ content (be_p; cds_p; chega_p; liberal_p; pan_p; pcp_p;
ps_p; psd_p) and the tweets for each party (be_t; cds_t; chega_t; lib-
eral_t; pan_t; pcp_t; ps_t; psd_t) in a heat-map format. This analysis
also allows comparing the similarity level among all the programs
and tweets between political parties.

Results indicate that in the first place, IL is the one party that
has more similar correspondence between the program and the
tweets (Figure 9). In the second place, the party with more similarity
between the program and the tweets communication is BE. The
most similar tweets among all parties are BE, PAN, and Chega. The
most different are Chega and PCP. These two parties are completely
opposite from a political point of view. PSD and PS political content
program are 75% similar between the two. CDS is 75% similar to
PSD and 65% with PS. The political program of BE is more similar to
PSD program than with the PS program. The study results indicate
that all the political party programs are alike, except one the IL
(liberal) program, which is very different from other programs.
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Figure 8: omparison between Models

Figure 9: imilarities between political programs’ documents,
according to the topics

6 CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of political parties’ communication, expressed explic-
itly by the official Twitters accounts, allows to verify some differ-
ences as expected. BE is the party that was more twitters, while CDS
is the party with minor twitter. On the other hand, some strategic
approaches may be evidenced. For example, the party that supports
the government has a more positive sentiment. It is also essential
to identify that favorites, negative sentiments, and hashtags are
significant to explain retweet, while positive and neutral sentiments
are not significant. Similarities of the programs between some po-
litical parties of a very different ideological matrix are interesting

to verify. This should be subject to future research. On the other
hand, our approach is also relevant as long as it contributes with
an innovative way to analyze tweets.
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